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1. INTR~DuCTJ~N 

The b nary stochastic choice problem is the following: given a set N of 
alternati es and numbers, { pU} i, ic N: if j, interpreted as “the probability that i will 
be i prefe red to j,” when .is there a probability distribution Pr on the linear 
orderings of N, {R”};!,, such that 

pij= 1 Pr(R”)? 
(m ( iRmj} 

will be called consistenr.) 
here on the motivation, background, or history of the 
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Fishburn (1988), Fishburn and Falmagne (1988), Marley (1989), Gilboa (1990), 
and Koppen ( 1990). 

While it is known that for every n = INI there are finitely many linear inequalities 
in {P~}~ which fully characterize the consistent binary choice probabilities, there is 
no set of explicit conditions which are necessary and sufficient for all n. Several 
necessary conditions are, however, known, and they are quoted in Section 2. 

Following Monderer (1992), which uses a game-theoretic approach to derive 
Block-Marschak conditions for the (non-binary) stochastic choice problem, this 
paper uses a similar approach to derive an equivalence theorem which may be 
considered as an implicit characterization. Although it falls short of an explicit one, 
i.e., it does not provide explicit formulae for finitely many linear inequalities, it 
may be used to derive necessary conditions. In Section 3 we state and prove the 
equivalence theorem, and Section 4 shows how it can be used to derive some 
known conditions. 

These proofs show that in some cases the equivalence theorem is a useful tool in 
proving necessity of conditions, which is more technical and requires less imagina- 
tion than direct combinatorial proofs. Indeed, the proofs in Section 4 suggested 
natural generalizations, and in Section 5 we present a new set of necessary 
conditions, which unities and generalizes the Cohen-Falmagne conditions on one 
hand and the Fishburn conditions on the other. We also present another new set 
of conditions, which was also developed by Koppen (1990). 

However, we also have some bad news. In trying to obtain the diagonal 
inequality, which is a generalization of the Cohen-Falmagne conditions, we were 
not very successful at utilizing the equivalence theorem. It seems that in this case 
the direct combinatorial proof is significantly simpler than the one using the 
theorem. In Section 6 we discuss the diagonal inequality and provide a new 
combinatorial proof of it, which may be insightful by itself, as well as the additional 
computations needed to formally employ the equivalence theorem. 

Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with a remark on the insufficiency of the 
known conditions. 

2. KNOWN NECESSARY CONDITIONS 

2.1. The Triangle Inequality 

This conditions, which is to be found in Block and Marschak (1960), is a direct 
implication of transitivity. It says that for every i, j, k E N 

PQ+Pjk+PkiG2. 

2.2. Cohen and Falmagne’s Inequality 

In Cohen and Falmagne (1990), we find the following condition: for every two 
sequences, A = (aI, a*, . . . . ak) and B= (b,, b,, . . . . bk), where {ai};=, n {bi}:=, = 0, 

c ~a,,+ - i: ~a,b, G W - 2) + 1. 
I(Li)I lGi#j<k} i= I 
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(Here and in the sequel, a “sequence” refers to a sequence of distinct elements 
of N.) 

2.3. Fishburn’s Condition 

Fishburn (1988) provides the following necessary conditions: for every two 
sequences, A = (a,, a,, . . . . ak) and B= (b,, b,, . . . . bk), with {ai}:= i n {bi}f= 1 = @ 
and k=21- 1, 

k k k 

1 Pn,bi+ 1 Pajb,+,- 1 pa,b,+,<31-2, 
i=l i= 1 I=1 

where the addition operation on indices is done mod k. 
It should be mentioned at this point that McLennan’s paper includes two 

conditions which are very similar to Cohen and Falmagne’s and to Fishburn’s 
conditions, respectively. 

2.4. The Diagonal Inequality 

Gilboa (1990) proved the following to be a necessary condition: for any two 
sequences, A = (a,, u2, . . . . +) and B= (b,, b,, . . . . bk) (not necessarily disjoint), and 
every l<r<k-1, 

c pu,b, - r i pa& < k(k - 1) - rk + r(r + 1)/2. 
{(i,jJI l<i#i<k} i=l 

This condition is identical to Cohen and Falmagne’s in the case r = 1 and disjoint 
sequences. With A = (i, j) and B = (j, k) it is equivalent to the triangle inequality 
(assuming, w.1.o.g. (without loss of generality), that pii + pji = 1 and setting pii = 0 
for all ie N). 

3. THE EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 

We first introduce some game-theoretic definitions. Given a finite and nonempty 
set (of players) N, we define a game u on N to be a set function v: 2N + R with 
v(a) = 0. (Subsets of N are interpreted as coalitions.) For any @ # T E N, we define 
vT to be the unanimity game on T by 

SZT 
otherwise. 

It is well known that {vT} Tc N, rzla is a basis for the linear space of games on N 
(endowed with the natural linear operations). 

Given a game v, and a player i, we define i’s maximal marginal contribution in v 
to be 

vi*=max{v(Su {i})-v(S) 1 SzN, i$S}. 
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A convenient abuse of notation is to identify a player i with the singleton (i}, 
and we will enthusiastically do so whenever possible. 

We can now formulate: 

THE EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. Given a finite and nonempty set N, and numbers 
{pV>,, jcN: iz j, the following are equivalent: 

(i) {pii> are consistent; 

(ii) For every (aii)i,JEN;iZj and every game u, 

c aijpii < c (vi - u): + u(N), 
i,jEN;i#I ieN 

where 

vi = c aijV{i, j)’ 

{iii+-il 

Before proving this theorem, we would like to compare this result to the 
following: 

THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM. Given a finite and nonempty set N, and 
numbers {p,,},, jcN;ifj, the following are equivalent: 

(i) {Pi> are consistent; 

(ii) for every {a~)i,J~7v,i+,9 

1 aiipV6max C a. 
i. i 

R 
r/ 

iRj 

(where the max is taken over all linear orderings R of N). 
The characterization theorem basically says that a point (pV) is in the convex 

hull of other points (the O-1 probabilities which correspond to the linear orderings) 
if and only if it satisfies every linear inequality satisfied by these points. This fact, 
which is well known by now, dates back to Weyl (1935) at the latest. In the context 
of the binary choice problem, see McFadden and Richter (1970) and Fishburn 
(1988). 

While both the characterization and the equivalence theorems provide implicit 
characterizations of consistent probabilities, they tend to be quite different in 
practical use: suppose one is given coefficients (aii} and one would like to compute 

BErnax C aii, 
R iRj 

i.e., the tightest necessary condition involving these {ai,}. Every game u may be 
plugged into the equivalence theorem to generate a necessary condition, which does 
not have to be the tightest one. Thus, it provides an upper bound on /3. On the other 
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hand, every linear ordering R can be used to compute a lower bound on p. (Note, 
however, that the resulting condition will typically not be a necessary one as it may 
be too strict.) 

Thus, the following procedure suggests itself: Choose a set of coefficients (Q}. 
(This part, alas, requires imagination regardless of the theorem one chooses to 
work with.) Find games u and orderings R until the upper bound implied by u 
(via the equivalence theorem) equals the lower bound implied by R (via the 
characterization theorem). 

Sections 4 and 5 provide several examples of this method (we omit the computa- 
tion of the lower bound for known conditions, which are also known to be tight.) 
In these examples, the proof that a certain condition is necessary will be greatly 
simplified by the equivalence theorem, which basically reduces it to the 
computation of 

jFN Co’- UP + u(N). (*I 

Indeed, a certain amount of originality may be required for the specification of the 
appropriate U, just as it is required for the choice of the ordering R to be used in 
the characterization theorem. Yet the proof may be much simpler (and shorter) 
than a proof which relies on one of the theorems alone: one need not show that any 
other game, u’, cannot yield a lower value for (*), nor that any other ordering R' 
cannot provide a higher value for CiRj Q. 

It is interesting to note, though, that if one fails to find the appropriate u and R, 
applications of the equivalence and characterization theorems become equivalent. 
As will be clear from the proof, the “best” game u is given by 

and it satisfies 

(d-up=o. 

Hence, one can always compute fi by 

i& (A 24): + u(N) = u(N) = max C o+ 
R i& 

In Section 6 we provide a new proof of the diagonal inequality, which we find 
interesting. However, from the point of view of the equivalence theorem, Section 6 
is a report of a failure: we were not imaginative enough to find appropriate u and 
R. Hence, we resorted to a direct computation of maxR CiRj clij. As explained 
above, this computation may be viewed as an application of either the equivalence 
theorem or the characterization theorem. It is precisely the failure to use both 
theorems together that necessitates a direct combinatorial proof. 
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We now proceed to prove the equivalence theorem. As a matter of fact, it is a 
special case of Theorems A and B in Gilboa and Monderer (1991). For the sake of 
completeness, however, we provide here a proof as well: 

(a) (i) * (ii). Suppose {aii} and u are given. It sufftces to show that for 
every given linear ordering R on N the probabilities { p$} defined by 

iRj 
otherwise 

satisfy (ii). W.l.o.g., assume that N= { 1, 2, . . . . n} and that R is the natural ordering. 
We therefore need to show that 

c aii 6 c (vi- u)* + u(N). 

I 5 j  I 

For each i, let S’ = {j 1 j < i}. By definition of the * operation, 

(vi-u)*>(u’--2.4)(S’ui)-(d-24)(S’) 

= [u’(S’ui)-v’(S’)]- [u(S’ui)-u(S’)] 

As Ui(T)=C(,j/J+i;JeT) aV if i E T, and ui( T) = 0 if i $ T, we obtain 

u’(S’ui)= 1 aii 
iili<ii 

and 

Hence, 

u’(S’) = 0. 

1 (vi- up + u(N) 

21 1 au-C [u(S’ui)-u(S’)]+u(N) 
i {jljci} I 

=c aii 

j-ei 

We now wish to show the converse. 

(b) (ii) * (i). In view of the characterization theorem, it suffices to show that 
for given {aii)i,i there is a game u such that CieN (ui-~)*+u(N)=B= 
maxR CiRj aij (where ui are defined as in the statement of the theorem). Define a 
game u by 

u(S) = max R C aij. 
iRj:i, isS 
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Condition (ii) implies that 

c “ijPiiQC (Vi-u)i*+u(N), 

i#j i 

where vi = Ctj, jzil aiivli, j) and u(N) = b. Hence, all we need to show is that 

(vi-u)* =o 

for all ie N. However, u’(i) = u(i) = 0, so that (ui - u)* 2 0 is obvious. To show the 
converse inequality we have to convince ourselves (and the reader) that for every 
SC N and every i$S 

u’(Sui)-u’(S)<u(Sui)-u(S). 

Note that 

u’(Sui)-u’(S)= 1 ati. 
jsS 

Let R, be a linear ordering such that 

u(S)= 1 akj, 
{k,jeS;kRsiJ 

Let R; be a linear ordering which agrees with R, on S and satisfies iR’, j for j E S. 
Then 

u(Sui)> 1 av=u(S)+ 1 a, 
{i.jESui:iR~j} jeS 

which completes the proof. 

4. DERIVATION OF KNOWN CONDITIONS 

In order to get used to the game-theoretic machinery and illustrate its 
applicability, we devote this section to the derivation of some known conditions. 

4.1. The Trivial Conditions 

It is usually assumed that the binary probabilities {pu} satisfy pii + pji = 1 and 
pii> 0. Since this was not explicitly assumed in the equivalence theorem, we 
conclude that these linear conditions are also derived from it. Indeed, let us first 
choose for some i, j E N (i # j) aii = 1 and ak, = 0 for (k, I) # (i, j). Letting u = 0 we 
obtain 

d= u{i,j) uk = 0 Vk#i 
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and 

pii= c cQp& (vi)* = 1. 
i#j i 

Next let us take clij= olii= 1 and f&/ = 0 for {k, I} # (i, j}, with u = v(~,~). Then 

vi=vJ=v{i,j) vk=O Vk#i, j 

and 

( Uk - u)k* = 0 VkE N, 

whence one obtains 

Similarly, tlii = @jj = - 1 with u = -vii, ij yields pii + pii > 1 which implies 
pii + pji = 1 and also pii > 0. 

4.2. The Triangle Inequality 

For given i, j, k E N (assumed distinct) we have to show that 

Pci + Pjk + Pki 6 2. 

This formulation naturally suggests 

(Here and in the sequel, coefficients which are not specifically mentioned should be 
taken to be zero.) 

These coefficients, in turn, define 

vi=v(i,jj d=“(j,k) Vk=vji,k). 

It only remains to choose 

U=v~i,j}+v{j.k}+v{i,k)-V{i.j,k}~ 

It is easy to verify that 

and 

(6 u): = 0 V/EN 

u(N) = 2, 

whence the triangle inequality follows. 
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4.3. Cohen and Falmagne’s Condition 

Let there be given two disjoint sequences A = (a,, . . . . ak) and B= (b,, . . . . bk). We 
wish to prove that 

c 
{(i,i)I l<i#i<k) 

Po,b,-jgl Pa,b,GW-2)+ 1. 

Define IQ, = 1 for 1 <i#j<k and ~l,~~,= - 1 for 1 d i < k. Correspondingly, 

v@ = c “i% b,) - “{a,, b,} 
{jl j#i;l<j<k) 

(and vb’=O for all i). 
Let us define u as follows 

k 

‘= 1 ‘{a,,6 1.h ,..., b,-i.b,+ I,..., bk] 
i=l 

{%h.bz, . . . . b,-1. b,,b,+I ,_._, bk) + ‘{b,, __., bk}’ 

One may verify that 

(vu’-u);,=k-2 for l<i<k 

and 

(v’- up = 0 for I$ {a;}:=,. 

Noting that u(N) = 1 we obtain the desired result. 

4.4. Fishburn’s Condition 

Given two disjoint sequences A = (a,, a*, . . . . ak) and B= (b,, bZ, . . . . bk) with 
k = 21-- 1 (IE N), we wish to show that 

i Pa&, + i Pa,b,+, - i pu,bi+,< 316 2. 
i=l i=l i=l 

Although the equivalence theorem guarantees the existence of a game u which 
attains the exact bound on the right side, this game is quite complicated to 
compute. Instead, we will use a simple game which will bring us close enough. 

Naturally, we have 

tl & =@ = d,+ I l, ‘%,b,+,= --l, Vl bi<k 
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and 

#‘= “(ai.b,l + ‘{.,,b,+,} - ‘{o,,b,+,} 

for l<i<k. (v’=O for j$ (Qi}f=r.) 
Define 

k 

‘= c u{.,,b,.b,+,) 
i= 1 

-j, u 
{a,.br.bi+,.b,+kJ 

+i c U{b,,b,+,) 
i=l 

It is readily seen that (zP - u):. = 1 (for all 1 < i < k). The equality ( - u)$, = 0 (for 
1~ i < k) is slightly trickier but still correct. (For more details, see the proof of the 
generalized condition in Section 5.) Thus one gets 

k k k 

1 Pd,+ c Pu,b,+, - c P&+i 
i=l i= 1 i= I 

< (21- 1) + u(N) 

=(21-1)+(1-+)=31-5. 

Now we have to resort to extraneous argument to complete the proof: since all 
the lNl! extreme points of consistent (pv}, which are integer-valued, satisfy this 
inequality, they also satisfy it with (31- 2) in the right side. Hence this is also true 
of every {pq} in their convex hull and this yields Fishburn’s inequality. 

5. DERIVATION OF NEW CONDITIONS 

The analysis presented above suggests additional necessary conditions. In 
particular, we present here two sets of new conditions. The first unifies and directly 
generalizes Cohen and Falmagne’s and Fishburn’s conditions. The second, which is 
also to be found in Koppen (1990), is a different generalization of Cohen and 
Falmagne’s condition and, as pointed out in Koppen (1990), can also be reduced 
to Fishburn’s condition.’ 

’ The coeffkients {a,,} involved in the second set of conditions appeared in an earlier version of this 
paper. However, the upper bounds shown here were developed while we were already aware of Koppen’s 
(1990) results. We are also grateful to Mathieu Koppen who observed that the upper bound could 
probably be improved. The first set of conditions seems to be entirely new. 
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5.1. Condition Set I 

Fishburn’s condition may be presented as follows: for disjoint sequences 
A = (aI, . . . . uk) and B= (b,, . . . . bk) with k=21- 1, 

k k k 

1 Pa,b,+,-,+ c Pa,b,+,- c P,brG31-2 
i=l i=l i=l 

(by shifting the indices of the sequences B by ( -1); as usual, all indices are 
computed mod k). 

That is, for every LZ~E A, pa+, appears with a negative sign, while for the two b’s 
“across” from ai, b,+,- r and bit [, the corresponding p’s appear with a positive 
sign. 

We would like to generalize the “two” above and to note that when it becomes 
(k - 1) the expression on the left side is identical to that of Cohen and Falmagne’s 
condition. 

To be more specific, we have to deal separately with odd and even k, i.e., the 
number of elements in A and in B. 

Assume, first, that k = 2m + 1. (Here and in the sequel, all variables denote 
integers unless otherwise specified.) For some 2 d d < k, let q and r be the 
nonnegative integers satisfying 

k=qd+r 

with 0 < r < d. Choose s such that m - q + 1 < s < m. (Note that 2 < d < k implies 
1 < q d m. Hence, 1 <s d m follows.) 

Consider the left side: 

S= i i Po,b,+m+j- 

k 

1 Pd. 
r=l j=-s+l ,=I 

Trying to estimate the right side of the inequality, we first define 

vat = 
‘Ia. b,+m+,) - ‘{a,, b,} 

j= --s+ 1 

and 

for 1 < i < k. (Also, vx = 0 for x E N\(A u B).) 
For the game u we try to use the same ideas of Subsections 4.3 and 4.4 above: 

for each ai we have the unanimity games of two sets-one including all bj such that 
a 4, = +l, and one including these as well as bi with a negative sign. This 
construction guarantees that the maximal marginal contribution of each a, (to 
(va,- u)) is (2s- l), but then each bi has a maximal contribution of 1 (to (-u).) 
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So we would like to add to u as few as possible sets of b’s that would efficiently 
reduce their marginal contribution. 

Thus, we define 
k 

’ = c U{%b,+m-,+,, . . . . bi+,+,} 
i=l 

- ji, ‘{“is b,+m-,+I, . . . . b,+,+,. b,} 

1 k 

+; ,c ‘ib,,b,+,,b,+zq ,.... b,+(d-,jy]. 
r=l 

For 1 6 i < k we indeed obtain (tP - u): = 2s - 1. 
As for (-u)& notice that 6, can only have a positive contribution in the presence 

Of {bi+m-s+l, ...y bi+m+s }. However, since s > m -q + 1, if j satisfies 

(j-i)(modk), (i-j)(modk)>q, 

then bjE {bi+,-,+I, -, bi+m+s }. This implies that there are exactly d indices 
vl, . . . . vd such that 

bie {by,) bv,+y, ...> bv,+(d-l)qI s {bi+m-s+l, ...> bi+m+sI 

for t = 1, . . . . d. (E.g., v, = bimcl- ljy). Hence, we get 

(-u)b*.=O. 

Finally, u(N) = k/d, so we obtain 

S<k(2s-l)+k/d. 

As in the case of Fishburn’s condition, we recall that, since {gii} are integers, our 
/I is an integer as well, so we may write 

i i Po,bi+,+, - j ,  Pczab, Gk(2s- 1) + LkldJ (5.1.1) 
i=l j= --s-t1 

Alternatively, by using pab = 1 - pbar one obtains 

k 

c Pa&,- i i Pb,+,+,rr, < Lk/d] = q. 
;= I i-1 j=-s+l 

To see that this condition is the tighest necessary condition for this set of 
coefficients, we resort to the characterization theorem and prove by an example 
that the upper bound q can indeed by obtained. For instance, let us find a linear 
ordering R such that 

biRai for all O<i<q--I 
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and 

aiRbj forallO<i<k-1 andO<j<k-lsuchthat 

(i-j)(mod k)aq and (j-i)(mod k) 2 q. 

It is easy to see that these conditions do not contradict transitivity. Hence, such 
relations R do exist. This concludes the proof for k = 2m + 1. 

Let us now deal with the case k=2m. Let 2<d<k, k=qd+r with O<r<d. 
Choose s such that m - q ,< s < m - 1 and define 

Correspondingly, 

‘= i i P4w,+, 
i-1 j=-s 

- j, Pa,h~ 

‘@= i ‘{a,. b,+,+,) - ‘{at, b,) 

and v”=O for x$A. 
Next define 

k 

‘= c ‘{a,.b,+,-, . . . . b,+,+,} 
i=l 

k 

- icl Vfaz,b,+m-s, . . . . b,+,+,,b,} 

1 k 
+; ,c ‘ib,.b,iq . . . . . b,+(d-~,~}’ 

r=l 

Similar computations yield 

(VU’- q)a*, = 2s 

(-u)b*,=O 

u(N) = k/d, 

whence 

or 

S<2ks+ LW ]=2ks+q 

,=I 
i Pb t+m+p, d 4. 

r=1 ,= --s 

(51.2) 

Again, this inequality can easily be seen to be the tighest for this set of 
coefficients. 

480/36/4-g 
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In the special case of k = 21- 1 = 2m + 1, d = 2 means q = m, r = 1. This allows us 
to choose s = 1 B m - q + 1 and the expression on the left side of (5.1.1) reduces to 
that of Fishburn’s condition. Indeed, the right side is 

k(2s-l)+q=k+q=(21-l)+(I-1)=31-2. 

On the other hand, when k = 2m + 1, taking d = k yields q = 1, r = 0, and s = m, 
and the left side of (5.1.1) reduces to that of Cohen and Falmagne’s condition. 
Finally, 

k(2s-l)+l=k(k-2)+1, 

which is the corresponding right side. 
Similarly, for k = 2m we take d = k again, q = 1, r = 0, and s = m - 1. The left side 

reduces to 

i c PO- i Poib, 
i=l .i#i i=l 

and the right side is (in 5.1.2) 

2ks+q=2k(m- l)+ 1 =k(k-2)+ 1. 

Hence, (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) generalize both Fishburn’s and Cohen and Falmagne’s 
conditions. 

5.2. Condition Set II 

Another set of necessary conditions can be obtained by considering-again, for 
disjoint A = (a,, . . . . ak) and B= (b,, . . . . 6,)--expressions of the type 

s=i t’ p~&~+,-i~l Pa,b, + 5 i Pa,b,,,. 
;=I j= -.T i=l j=1 

Let us assume that k=q(s+l)+r with O<r<s+ 1, 421. 
Set 

and let 

vu = c ‘{o,.b,+,) -‘{o,. b,} for i = 1, . . . . k, 
--s<.j<s; j#O 

v”=O for XEN\A 

k 

v=c v iu,.b,-,.b,-,+I . . . . . b,-t,b,,,,b,+z ,_.., b,,,) 
,=I 

k 

-iC, V{%b,+.\,b,w+ I,..., b,+,.b,,b,+ ,,_.., b,+.>) 

+ c1/(s+ ‘11 i ‘(b,.b,+, ,,, b . . ,+t)’ 
i= 1 
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By considerations similar to those of Subsection 5.1 above, we obtain 

( IIn, - u)n*, = 2s - 1 

(-u)b*,=O 

whence 

u(N) = k/(s + 1 ), 

Or, equivalently, 

5 P&a, - 5 i Pb,+,a,Gq. (52.1) 
i=l i= 1 j= --s; j#O 

This condition can easily be seen to be the tighest one for these coefficients, as 
there are linear orderings R satisfying 

biRai for i=l+t(s+l),O<t<q-1 

and 

a,Rb,, i for all 1 <i<k and -s<j<s,j+O, 

Note that changing the order of summation in (52.1) yields 

i Pb,a, - i i Pb,a,+,Gq=Lk/(s+l)J> 
i=l i=l j= -S;J#o 

which is identical to Koppen’s condition. 

Remark. Koppen (1990) also notes that, with a proper permutation of indices, 
Fishburn’s condition is a special case of (5.2.1). It is important to note that neither 
the same permutation nor any other would reduce (5.1.1) (or (5.1.2)) to (5.2.1) in 
general. (The case s= 1 turns out to be a special case of both 5.1.1 and 5.2.1, but 
setting s > 1 in either of them yields new conditions.) 

6. THE DIAGONAL INEQUALITY 

As opposed to the other known conditions, which could be derived from the 
equivalence theorem relatively easily, and even suggested some generalizations, the 
diagonal inequality does not seem to be readily obtained by this method. Indeed, 
the sufficiency proof is constructive enough to specify a game u for any given set 
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of coefficients (Us>. However, the computation of the game u used in the proof is 
more complicated than a direct computation of the right side /I: we know that 
/I = u(N), so that computing p directly is tantamount to estimating u at one 
coalition (rather than all coalitions). 

However, actual computation of the game u provided by the theorem may be 
insightful in some cases. In particular, we would like to compute it for the diagonal 
inequality since the (combinatorial) method of computation may be useful by its 
own right. 

We restrict our attention to the case of disjoint sequences A and B, although this 
does not exhaust the richness of the diagonal inequality. 

Let, then, A = (a,, . . . . ak) and B= (b,, . . . . bk) be given with {ai};=, n {bi}f==, = 0, 
and let a number 16 r d k - 1 be given. We define 

c( ah, = 1 l<i#j<k 

c( =-r & 1 <i<k, 

which define, for all 1 < i < k, 

i- I k 

uu’= c ~(a,,h,:-r~~(,r,h,) + c u{tit. b,} 
j=l j=i+l 

(and vbZ = 0). 
The associated game u is defined by 

u(S) = max 1 
R (rRj:i,/sS) 

c(ij 

(where the max is taken over all linear orderings on N or, equivalently, on S). 
Given a coalition S, let us assume it contains exactly m pairs (a,, bj), I elements 

of A whose counterpart is in S” and q elements of B whose counterpart is in S”. 
(Thus, ISn {~~}r=,l =m+I; ISn {bi}f=,I =m+q.) 

Let us compute a linear order R which maximizes CtiRj; i,,EsI clli. Consider an 
element ai such that bj~ S’. Obviously, for every bjE S, a,Rbj has to hold for R to 
be maximal. Similarly, for biE S with USES” one has to have u,Rb, for all ajG S. The 
interesting part is, therefore, the m pairs (ai, bi). Assume w.1.o.g. that these are 
{ (ai, bi)}y= 1’ It is obvious that R may be defined arbitrarily over (bi}~=, . W.1.o.g. 
assume b,Rb,R.‘.Rb,. 

The main point in this direct computation method is the following: given the 
order defined over { bi), each ai may be separately located in the order R so as to 
maximize its contribution to the expression xi, i p+- r xi P~,~,. 

Let us now distinguish between two cases: (i).m d r and (ii) m > r. If m < r, it is 
quite straightforward to verify that the maximal order R has to satisfy b,Ra,Rb,+ 1 
(for 1 < i< m). In this case u(S) = l(m + q) + mq + m(m - 1)/2. 
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As for case (ii), biRaiRbi+I still has to hold for 1 < i < Y. However, for r + 1 < 
i < WI, a,Rb, is a necessary condition for R’s optimality. In this case, one obtains 

u(S)=I(m+q)+(m-r)(m+q-r-1) 

+ r(m - r + q) + r(r - 1)/2. 

It is also easy to verify that for S = N we obtain m = k, I= q = 0, and 

u(N)=k(k- l)-rk+r(r+ 1)/2. 

(This proves the diagonal inequality directly and can also be considered an 

application of the equivalence theorem if we recall that (vi-- u)* = 0 for all i E N 
and u defined above.) 

Worthy of note is the fact that this method of computation of the game u (or of 
u(N) directly) cannot be applied without some symmetry consideration that would 
allow assuming an arbitrary order over the sequence B (or part of it). Trying to 
apply it to Fishburn’s condition, for instance, involves combinatorial arguments 
which are tantamount to a direct proof. 

7. A REMARK REGARDING SUFFICIENCY 

None of the explicit conditions mentioned in this paper-the known and the new 
ones- is sufficient, nor are they sufficient in conjunction. This may be proved by 
the same example used in Gilboa (1990) to establish the insufficiency of the 
diagonal inequality. This example involves probabilities pij E { $, i >, and it is easy to 
see that for such {pg} all conditions hold. Yet, it was proved that the specific set 
of {pv} given there is not consistent. 
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